PageSpeed Insights

Mobile

64 / 100 Speed
Should Fix:

Leverage browser caching
Setting an expiry date or a maximum age in the HTTP headers for static resources instructs the
browser to load previously downloaded resources from local disk rather than over the network.

Leverage browser caching for the following cacheable resources:
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/daisy-stock-poster.jpg (expiration not specified)
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/icon/android-chrome-192x192.png (expiration not specified)
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/css/bootstrap.min.css (expiration not specified)
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/css/style.css (expiration not specified)
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/js/base.js (expiration not specified)
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/js/bootstrap.min.js (expiration not specified)
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https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/js/jquery.min.183.js (expiration not specified)
https://www.googletagservices.com/activeview/js/current/osd.js?cb=%2Fr20100101 (50
minutes)
https://www.googletagservices.com/activeview/js/current/osd_listener.js?cache=r20110914
(50 minutes)
https://an.yandex.ru/system/context.js (60 minutes)
https://mc.webvisor.org/metrika/advert.gif (60 minutes)
https://mc.yandex.ru/metrika/watch.js (60 minutes)
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/js/adsbygoogle.js (60 minutes)
https://www.google-analytics.com/analytics.js (2 hours)

Eliminate render-blocking JavaScript and CSS in above-the-fold content
Your page has 1 blocking script resources. This causes a delay in rendering your page.

None of the above-the-fold content on your page could be rendered without waiting for the following
resources to load. Try to defer or asynchronously load blocking resources, or inline the critical
portions of those resources directly in the HTML.
Remove render-blocking JavaScript:
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/js/jquery.min.183.js

Optimize images
Properly formatting and compressing images can save many bytes of data.

Optimize the following images to reduce their size by 312.2KiB (64% reduction).
Compressing https://tpc.googlesyndication.com/simgad/15828805245046552949 could save
284.7KiB (75% reduction).
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Compressing https://tpc.googlesyndication.com/simgad/7394736377421013099 could save
25.6KiB (28% reduction).
Compressing https://tpc.googlesyndication.com/icore_images/16157350852645215691
could save 1.2KiB (13% reduction).
Compressing https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/QZQkjcR1Cu-GGlRCD4gGzBk6vLohlNf2amUAL43U4JCoEQS-QnhDFkle93Q35-vNJEigbeQUg=w45-h45-n-rw-rj-sc0x00ffffff could save
665B (33% reduction).

7 Passed Rules

Avoid landing page redirects
Your page has no redirects. Learn more about avoiding landing page redirects.

Enable compression
You have compression enabled. Learn more about enabling compression.

Reduce server response time
Your server responded quickly. Learn more about server response time optimization.

Minify CSS
Your CSS is minified. Learn more about minifying CSS.

Minify HTML
Your HTML is minified. Learn more about minifying HTML.

Minify JavaScript
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Your JavaScript content is minified. Learn more about minifying JavaScript.

Prioritize visible content
You have the above-the-fold content properly prioritized. Learn more about prioritizing visible
content.

94 / 100 User Experience
Consider Fixing:

Size content to viewport
The page content is too wide for the viewport, forcing the user to scroll horizontally. Size the page
content to the viewport to provide a better user experience.

The page content is 432 CSS pixels wide, but the viewport is only 412 CSS pixels wide. The following
elements fall outside the viewport:
The element <iframe id="aswift_2" name="aswift_2"> falls outside the viewport.

Size tap targets appropriately
Some of the links/buttons on your webpage may be too small for a user to easily tap on a
touchscreen. Consider making these tap targets larger to provide a better user experience.

The following tap targets are close to other nearby tap targets and may need additional spacing
around them.
The tap target <a id="core-title1-anchor" href="https://google…D%26tad_id%3D6">Mein
Auto = wie viel €?</a> and 3 others are close to other tap targets.
The tap target <div id="abgc" class="abgc"></div> is close to 1 other tap targets.
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3 Passed Rules

Avoid plugins
Your page does not appear to use plugins, which would prevent content from being usable on many
platforms. Learn more about the importance of avoiding plugins.

Configure the viewport
Your page specifies a viewport matching the device's size, which allows it to render properly on all
devices. Learn more about configuring viewports.

Use legible font sizes
The text on your page is legible. Learn more about using legible font sizes.

Desktop

89 / 100 Speed
Consider Fixing:

Desktop
Leverage browser caching
Setting an expiry date or a maximum age in the HTTP headers for static resources instructs the
browser to load previously downloaded resources from local disk rather than over the network.

Leverage browser caching for the following cacheable resources:
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/daisy-stock-poster.jpg (expiration not specified)
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/icon/android-chrome-192x192.png (expiration not specified)
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/css/bootstrap.min.css (expiration not specified)
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/css/style.css (expiration not specified)
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/js/base.js (expiration not specified)
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/js/bootstrap.min.js (expiration not specified)
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/js/jquery.min.183.js (expiration not specified)
https://www.googletagservices.com/activeview/js/current/osd.js?cb=%2Fr20100101 (50
minutes)
https://an.yandex.ru/system/context.js (60 minutes)
https://mc.webvisor.org/metrika/advert.gif (60 minutes)
https://mc.yandex.ru/metrika/watch.js (60 minutes)
https://pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/js/adsbygoogle.js (60 minutes)

Eliminate render-blocking JavaScript and CSS in above-the-fold content
Your page has 1 blocking script resources. This causes a delay in rendering your page.

None of the above-the-fold content on your page could be rendered without waiting for the following
resources to load. Try to defer or asynchronously load blocking resources, or inline the critical
portions of those resources directly in the HTML.
Remove render-blocking JavaScript:
https://tools.seo-zona.ru/static/js/jquery.min.183.js

Desktop

Optimize images
Properly formatting and compressing images can save many bytes of data.

Optimize the following images to reduce their size by 1.8KiB (39% reduction).
Compressing and resizing https://tools.seo-zona.ru/icon/android-chrome-192x192.png could
save 1.8KiB (39% reduction).

7 Passed Rules

Avoid landing page redirects
Your page has no redirects. Learn more about avoiding landing page redirects.

Enable compression
You have compression enabled. Learn more about enabling compression.

Reduce server response time
Your server responded quickly. Learn more about server response time optimization.

Minify CSS
Your CSS is minified. Learn more about minifying CSS.

Minify HTML
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Your HTML is minified. Learn more about minifying HTML.

Minify JavaScript
Your JavaScript content is minified. Learn more about minifying JavaScript.

Prioritize visible content
You have the above-the-fold content properly prioritized. Learn more about prioritizing visible
content.
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